ABORTION IS MURDER
D

espite the marketing and twisting of facts by Pro-Choicers, abortion is still murder. It is not an “elective
procedure” to help the mother. It is not even “healthcare” for women. It is murder. Much like an assassin
for hire, who sells his services to people who want control over their lives, abortionists do likewise. They sell
a service to desperate mothers: “Pay our fees and we will take care of any of your problems–including the
problem inside your womb”.

T

ell me, in the 1940’s, didn’t Adolf Hitler do the same thing? He deemed Jewish
people as subhuman, and to maintain his idea of
peace, he killed 6 million Jews (along with 6 million
other people). Hitler was Pro-Choice. He offered a
“procedure” to rid the world of the “Jewish problem”.
You see, as soon as you label someone a “problem”,
you open the door to all solutions to eliminate that
“problem”.

H

itler believed in the Darwinist philosophy,
“Survival of the Fittest”, which happens to be the
underlying philosophy of the Pro-Choicers. But the
thing is: just because you can kill a baby in the womb
doesn’t mean you should. That’s right: sometimes the
ﬁttest aren’t always right. Was Hitler right? Just because
a mother is physically stronger than a baby in the womb
doesn’t give that mother the right to kill her baby. Being
“ﬁt” is not a blank check to kill whoever you want. What
does the ﬁt person prove by murdering an innocent baby?
That he is “ﬁtter” than an innocent baby? Wow. Are
people that insecure with themselves as to want to ﬁght
a baby in the womb? Given enough time in the past, you
were that baby in the womb. And, given enough time you
will be in a nursing home. At any of those two points does
it give someone else the right to kill you? No.

A

nother example, in the 1950’s, Josef Stalin, also, deemed that 23 million of his own Russian/Ukrainian
citizens were unﬁt to live (or to be a part of his grand State) and thus he let them die in a massive famine.
In addition, Mao Tse Tung, also, murdered between 49 million and 78 million of his own people because they
weren’t worth anything to him. Likewise, Leopold II of Belgium, likewise, murdered 8 million Africans in the
Congo, because making money was more important than a “lower race”.

T
A

he killing of a baby in the womb is no different. It essentially says, “My plan for my life is greater than your
right to live. And, I am going to do whatever I can to stop you from intruding in on my life.”

bortion, like the Jewish Holocaust, is not the responsibility solely of the politicians; it’s all Americans
who believe in control and choice and living their lives selﬁshly. Abortion takes the scheming of all selﬁsh
Americans to continue this holocaust.
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